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Let’s not be super spiritual – what would you really do with £500,000 if
you gained it tomorrow? Let’s say you’ve got to spend it within the year!
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Do you bargain hunt? Have you ever picked up a jumble sale treasure?
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Read the reading Matt 13: 44-50

Read the reading Matt 13: 44-50

1. What verse “jumped out” at you?
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2. Were you a shepherd or one of the magi? Did God find you or is
your story one of seeking ‘til you found God?
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3. Our parable treasure finders sold everything (I don’t suggest this
means we should possess nothing.) How extreme would your
interpretation of this be?
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4. How do we feel about Revelations 3:16 ‘lukewarm’ jibe?
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5. Do you have friends who just see a field and miss the buried
treasure? How can we help them?
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6. Discuss Bad fish and “not yet Christians” and the ‘little spoken of’
judgement inferred.
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